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T J T 7 HEN THE DAY of commencement P
finally comes, it usually gives Jf
the wrong impression - it seems to 1
say, "Here's what going to college is P
all about." The last few weeks of
anxiety, the pomp and tradition of
that final day more realistically mark (
the end of an era and the beginning *
of another; but on the day of gradua
tion, commencement takes on the )
spirit of victory or a battle won, finally
and after years of hard work. The
work is forgotten — the work that
college is really all about fades as the
ceremonies begin.
This June saw Pacific's 109th com- f
mencement, with 570 graduates re
ceiving degrees and some 300 faculty
members taking part in the exercises.
Those events began on the morning
of June 5, when seniors and candi
dates assembled in Pacific Auditorium
for baccalureate. Here, the Most
Reverend Hugh A. Donohoe, Roman
Catholic Bishop of Stockton, spoke on
"The Relevance of Theology." Dr. J.
Russell Bodley, retiring dean of the |
Conservatory, led the Pacific Choir )
and the audience in hymns; then
after the ceremony, the choir gather
ed on the sun-warmed steps of the
auditorium to sing "Pacific Hail." And
as the group dispersed, the carillon
rang out from Burns Tower.
Graduates' families and friends had
been arriving in Stockton all day, and '
seniors spent the midday packing and I
loading the last of their belongings.
Then, as the sun began to set, they
put on their robes again and gathered
at the northern end of Pacific Memo
rial Stadium for their last walk as <
undergraduates. Faculty and admin- [
istration also assembled there, lined
up behind mace-marshalling Dr. Carl
Wulfman, and at his signal, the state
ly procession began.
Bishop Donald Harvey Tippett gave
the invocation, after which Ambassa
dor Richard F. Pedersen, senior ad
viser to the U.S. representative to the
United Nations, presented his com
mencement address, "The United Na
tions at Age 21." Dr. Pedersen,
whose boyhood home is Stockton and
who received his own bachelor's de
gree from the University of the Pacif
ic in 1946, traced the achievements
and trials of the U.N. from its found
ing to the present. He emphasized
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Dr. Byron Stookey, Jr., the director of
academic planning at UC Santa Cruz,
delivers Raymond's commencement ad
dress in the Great Hall.
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BISHOP DONOHOE
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(ABOVE) Dr. Pedersen, who holds the
rank of Ambassador, is shown in con
sultation^ with the late Adlai Steven
son during a United Nations session.
Arthur J. Goldberg, the current U. S.
Representative to the United Nations,
recently wrote: "Dr. Pedersen is ex
tremely valuable to me here in my
work at the United Nations. Me is most
diligent and he has a thorough grasp
of our intricate world of today. I am
most fortunate to have him with me at
this time, and I look to him daily for
counsel and assistance." (LEFT) Dr.
Robert E. Burns places hood on Am
bassador Richard F. Pedersen, this
year's commencement speaker. He re
ceived honorary Doctor of Laws degree.
his hope that the United Nations
could help hasten the war's end in
Viet Nam despite current opposition
from Communist countries. He stress
ed the importance of recognizing and
strengthening the U.N.'s role in inter
national affairs, particularly in his
highlighting of its history and its
contributions to world peace.
Summing up, Ambassador Peder
sen said, "... we recognize the ur
gent duty to seek by every possible
means to move the conflict from the
battlefield to the negotiating table
and to do all we can to ensure that,
in our effort to repel and suppress
aggressive violence, the field of vio
lence is not widened still farther.
South Viet Nam is under an attack
. . . no less real than that suffered by
Korea. And the United States is
helping repel that attack, with the
aid of others, not to protect narrow
interests of our own but because it is
no more tolerable in Viet Nam in 1966
to accept conquest by force of people
who wish to determine their own des
tiny than it was in Korea in 1950."
Here the graduates were reminded
of their own obligation to help shape
the future by a man who helps shape
it currently. A good deal of Dr. Pedersen's speech struck a personal note,
because he had himself occupied one
of the seats of the graduates he was
addressing.
At this point, Dr. Robert E. Burns,
president of the University, conferred
bachelors', masters', and doctorate de
grees on graduating candidates. He
also awarded honorary degrees to
three men: the Reverend Frank C.
Matthews received a Doctor of Di
vinity for distinguished service in his
Southern California-Arizona Confer
ence pastorates; the Reverend Her
bert W. Neale, also a new Doctor
of Divinity, was cited for his leader
ship as San Jose district superinten
dent of the California-Nevada Con
ference of The Methodist Church;

and Dr. Richard Foote Pedersen re
ceived a Doctor of Laws degree for
his
. . . devotion to human better
ment, work at the United Nations,
and interest in related organizations."
The Order of Pacific, the Univer
sity's highest honor, was bestowed on
Dr. G. Warren White, a graduate of
U.O.P. and for 44 years a member of
the mathematics faculty. Dr. Malcolm
R. Eiselen also received the Order of
Pacific posthumously, and in making
the award, Dr. Burns said, "Few
teachers have left such a mark. Com
ing here for his first teaching assign
ment in 1927, he stayed to do a mon
umental job." Edna Truman Eiselen
'28, accepted the award in her late
husband's behalf.
Dr. Edwin Ding, professor of eco
nomics and oriental philosophy, re
ceived this year's Distinguished Teach
ing Award. Dr. Ding was selected for
this honor by the graduating class,
and he received a standing ovation
from the seniors as the honor was
bestowed.
By this time it was dark, and after
the final benediction and recessional,
the graduates regrouped for celebra
tions of a less formal sort.
Pacific's School of Dentistry in San
Francisco held similar ceremonies on
Wednesday, June 15, at War Memo
rial Veterans' Auditorium. In his
commencement address, Congressman
John E. Fogarty (D-Rhode Island)
spoke on "Congress and the Univer
sity — a Partnership in Health." For
his work in many public health pro
grams, Congressman Fogarty received
an honorary Doctor of Science de
gree. Forty-four other candidates re
ceived D.D.S. degrees, with one Mas
ter of Science in Dentistry. Dr. Burns
made the conferrals with the help
of Dean John J. Tocchini and Dr.
Frederick T. West, a regent of the
University.
Raymond College's official conferral
of degrees took place June 18.
•
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Another University investment is; A
10W!
launched Mrs. Gene Raney, mem-) (
to
her of the University Board o/j
Regents and chairman of the ln-\
vestment Committee, was approp
riately first in line for the launch
ing. President Burns (left), Mr.
Elbert Covell, and President of the
Board Ted Baun took their turns
with the shovel during the M"<
18 academic center groundbreah-imel
ing ceremonies. Craft Construction)Uoi
Company was low bidder on the 'ah
$885,002 two-story building housing ser
50 faculty offices, 24 classrooms, two mel
reception offices, a lecture room for ®ov
120 students, a lounge, and three Pre
lobbies. Construction is due to bet-f™
completed by September, 1967.

NEW ACADEMIC YEAR INTRODUCES CHANGES IN FACULTY LEADERSHIP

A TOTAL OF 40 new faculty mem
bers will join the University for
the opening of the 116th academic
year, according to Dr. Wallace
Graves, academic vice president.
This includes additions to the li
brary staff. Five academic areas
will have new faculty leadership.

DR. POTTER

DR. BINKLEY

DR. STEDMAN

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
WILLIS N. POTTER retires at the
end of the current summer session
after 13 years as dean of the Grad
uate School. A member of the
Pacific faculty since 1947, and
Graduate School dean since 1953,
Dr. Potter will continue to teach
graduate courses in the School of
Education on a part-time basis be
ginning next fall.
In announcing Dr. Potter's re
tirement, Dr. Burns said, "The
Graduate School has grown tre
mendously during the past 13
years, and Dr. Potter has played
an important role in this growth.
We will miss his leadership in the
Graduate School but are pleased
that he will continue to teach here
on a part-time basis."
Graduate degree work at the
University has nearly tripled un
der Dr. Potter's leadership: 798
masters' and 53 doctors' degrees
have been awarded, Ph.D. pro
grams in English and chemistry
have been originated plus a Special
ist in Education degree and a mas

ter's degree program in InterAmerican studies. Masters' degrees
are now offered in 18 University
departments.
He was a member of the Uni
versity of Rochester faculty and a
secondary school administrator be
fore joining the Pacific faculty. In
1951 and 1952, Dr. Potter served
as visiting professor of educational
psychology at the Syrian National
University in Damascus, under a
Department of State Smith-Mundt
grant. On sabbatical leave from
Pacific in 1959, he and Mrs. Potter
spent several months in the Middle
East, where he studied the de
veloping school systems. Dr. Pot
ter was cited in the same year by
the Beta Chi Chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa as Educator of the Year in
San Joaquin County.
•
WILLIAM O. BINKLEY, assistant pro
fessor of English at the University,
has been named as the new dean
of the Graduate School effective
September 1. Dr. Binkley joined
the faculty in 1964 from the Uni
versity of Virginia. He was the
recipient of two grants and two
fellowships, including a research
fellowship at the University of
Wisconsin, where he earned his
Ph.D. degree. He received his A.B.
and M.A. degrees from the State
University of New York in Albany.
In addition to his teaching du

ties, Dr. Binkley has directed an
English Institute in Modern Liter
ary Critical Methods during the past
two summer sessions. Both institutes ^ ^
were sponsored under the National
D
Defense Education Act.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC Ah
WILLIAM PRESTON STEDMAN I>E(
comes dean of the Conservatory« f
Music upon the retirement of ,
i
Russell Bodley September l-r n Qf)
graduate of Texas Christian Uni- ^
versity, where he received bothniS) ^
bachelor's and master's degree
Dr. Stedman received his Ph-P
from the Eastman School of MusicDr. Stedman comes to Pacifc
from Texas College of Arts an
Industries in Kingsville, Te%3S'j
where he has been professor 0 (
music and chairman of the Dep
ment of Fine Arts. He has 3,8 (
taught at Indiana University an |
Sul Ross State College in Alpin''
Texas.
A violist, Dr. Stedman has In 
formed with the Fort Worth Cl I
Opera Association, the El " v
Symphony Orchestra, the
Little Symphony Orchestra,
Indiana University Philharn10
Orchestra, and the Corpus Chris'
Symphony Orchestra.
a r

He is married to the for?^
' The)'
Helen Margaret Slessor.
0
have two sons.

RAYMOND COLLEGE
in Berlin, Germany; postgraduate
BEBNDT L. KOLKER has been ap
work in economics at Trinity Col
pointed provost of Raymond Col
lege, Cambridge University, Eng
lege following the resignation of
land; and postgraduate work in
•Warren Bryan Martin, who has
economics at the Sorbonne, Paris.
joined the staff at the Center for
His teaching experience, ancil
the Study of Innovations in Higher
lary to his principal professional
Education in Berkeley.
work, includes director of seminars
Mr. Kolker's appointment fol
for bank executives at the Ameri
tment
lows an intensive nationwide search
can Institute of Banking, graduate
"y, mem-, :
to locate the right man for this
programs in economics at the Uni
loard oj
to President
r°'| position, according
versity of Kansas City, director of
he
I Robert E. Burns.
Joint Economics Seminars for cio
approp
Steelworkers and Management
launch- "The academic innovations pio
Personnel sponsored by the Kan
It), Mr. neered by Raymond College should
sas City Industrial Association, and
it of the prove challenging to him," Dr.
lecturer in economics and planning
•ir turns Burns said.
at Rice University and the Univer
— ..—j.he
May Currently director of the Departsity of Houston.
idbreak-l ment of Applied Economics at the
He served as an officer in the
truction) Houston (Texas) Research InstiCounter Intelligence Command in
tute, Mr. Kolker has previously
on
the Southwest Pacific during World
housing served as director of the Depart
War II.
•
>ms, tux ment of Applied Economics at
oom for Southwest Research Institute, vice
d three president and director of research
CALLISON COLLEGE
].e to be and continuing
education at the
LARRY A. JACKSON has begun his
167. •[' University of Kansas City, director
official duties as provost of Callison
j of the Industrial Economics De
College after serving as dean of
partment of the Midwest Research
the chapel for the past two years.
Institute, director of research for
Dr. Jackson is giving his attention
the Carter Corporation, Region IX
to selection of faculty members for
chief economist for the Economic
this new college. It will open in
Stabilization Agency, and economthe fall of 1967. He is also refining
staff adviser in the U.S. to the
the curriculum that includes one
British Board of Trade headquar
year of study for the sophomore
tered at the British Consulate.
class in an emerging nation. He
His academic preparation in
will be working with Dr. Elliott
cludes a political economics degree
Taylor, dean of admissions, on
rom Friedrich Wilhelm University
applications for enrollment. Dr.

fed an
i Liter
he past
ititutes Many of his closest friends and colleagues were present.
ational
K" r,,,e remarks were brief yet spoken with deep feeling.

0 „ f "a'ne over the door was unveiled. The bronze letters
,j. en ^ Save new warmth and meaning to this residence
Mro v- a, permanent memorial to Malcolm It. Eiselen.
the
(|eft) posed with Dr. Everett Truman Eiselen,
vplnn°Un^eSJi.-S?™ now
IBM's Advanced Systems De"t i sictoJ>le'n
o^ion in Los Gatos, and Malcolm Eiselen's
i A articles /' Elizabeth Eiselen, who authors geography
• Colic
Dmn and Company and teaches at Concordia
ver F°rest, Illinois. A luncheon completed
" the c€ ln
Dav eiemoryy a.K an irnportant part of Commencement
' une ~ in a great teacher's honor and memory. •
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Jackson will also visit high schools
to further interpret the Callison
College program.
Dr. Jackson has had three peri
ods of residency outside the United
States. During World War II, he
served as a flying officer in the
Eighth Air Force in England. After
the war, he interrupted his gradu
ate work to serve for 14 months
as director of a student center at
the University of Munich, Ger
many. He and his family lived for
seven years (1957-1964) in Santi
ago, Chile, where he served during
the last five years as director of
Santiago College, a private, Eng
lish-language school founded by
The Methodist Church. While in
Chile, Dr. Jackson served for three
years as a member of the Fulbright Commission.
•
DEAN OF THE CHAPEL
LAWRENCE MEREDITH, presently
dean of the chapel at Albion Col
lege (Michigan), will assume the
position vacated by Dr. Larry
Jackson as of September 1.
Dr. Meredith is a graduate of
Southwestern University in George
town, Texas. He received his B.D.
degree from Perkins School of
Theology at Southwestern Metho
dist University and his Ph.D. de
gree from Harvard University.
His pastorates include Methodist
Churches in North Texas, Dallas,
and two in Massachusetts.
•

MR. KOLKER

DR. JACKSON

DR. MEREDITH

"Speak to Learn" is the title of a

"Relig ion and Reality" was the
theme for the 19th Annual Univer
sity of the Pacific Philosophy In
stitute completed July 6 at Asilomar Beach State Park located on
the Monterey Peninsula. Fifteen
faculty members, all with doctor
ate degrees, served as leaders for
students enrolled in the Institute,
which is under the direction of
Dr. William D. Nietmann, chair
man of the Department of Philos
ophy in the College of the Pacific.
Dr. Nietmann has designed the
course procedures to permit each
person to start at his own level
of thinking. Various perspectives,
including "ordinary language" phil
osophy are discussed. The cours
es meet University residence re
quirements and are extolled by
authorities of a "frontal attack on
that fragmentary thinking so char
acteristic of modern culture and
philosophy."
Q

new book authored by Dr. Halvor
P. Hansen, associate professor of
speech at the University and Mrs.
Lulu Hayes Pierce, speech thera
pist for the Stockton Unified School
District. Written primarily for the
culturally disadvantaged child from
kindergarten through the sixth
grade, the book is also of value to
all classroom teachers looking for
new material to use in the areas
of language and speech develop
ment, according to Dr. Hansen.
History, "new" math, and geo
graphy are included together with
scripts for tape-teaching. The book
was 21/2 years in preparation. •

Outstanding leaders in the health
field have been named to an ad
visory committee to assist in the
development of comprehensive plans
for expanding and modernizing the
San Francisco Hospital operated
by the U.S. Public Health Service.
Dr. John Tocchini, dean of the
University's School of Dentistry,
has been appointed to this com
mittee. A $7 million expansion of
this facility is being reviewed pres
ently by the Department of Health.
Education, and Welfare.
•

Schools for deaf children were Dr.

Howard Runion's primary interest
during his sabbatical leave in Eng
land and Scotland. As chairman of
the Department of Speech in the
College of the Pacific, Dr. Runion
visited with principals, teachers,
and children at 20 schools plus
faculty at the Universities of Glas
gow and Edinburgh.
"Two things impressed me," he
said. "First, the excellence of
speech among deaf children in
these schools for the deaf, and se
cond, the system they have for
locating children in need of train
ing at an early age, which has a
lot to do with developing excellence
of speech."
Dr. Runion also visited his son,
Howard, who is a doctoral candi
date studying as a research as
sociate at University of Glasgow. •

A Fulbrighf award will sponsor
Dr. Sy Kahn as a teacher of ad
vanced students in the subject of
American literature at the Univer
sity of Warsaw (Poland) during
the 1966-67 academic year. An
associate professor of humanities
at Raymond College, Dr. Kahn will
also direct theses for graduate de
grees in English and American
literature.
He is currently repeating a 10week college credit extension course
entitled "Lyric Voices of Modern
American Poetry" televised Sat
urday mornings on KOVR-TV (Chan
nel 13). The course was first pre
sented last summer.
Q

8

"GEOLOGY AND THE
SPACE AGE" was the
topic of Dr. John H.
Sticht's Faculty Re
search Lecture present
ed May 19. Dr. Sticht
is professor of geology.
He received his B. S.
and M. S. degrees from
the University of New
Zealand, A.M. and Ph.
D. degrees from Har
vard University. He has
been a member of the
University faculty since
1946. His was the 19th
in a series of Faculty
Research Lectures be
gun in the University's
Centennial Year in an
effort to give recogni
tion and emphasis to
scholarly research be
ing done by faculty
members. Each lecture
is published, and copies
are available upon re
quest through the Pub
lic Relations Office. •

University Regent Bishop Donald
Harvey Tippett has been elected
president-designate of the Council
of Bishops of The Methodist
Church. The presidency is the
highest office in the worldwide
church. As resident bishop of the
San Francisco Area, CaliforniaNevada Conference, he also is pre
sident of the Northern CaliforniaNevada Council of Churches.
The 65-member body of Metho
dist bishops elected Bishop Tippett
on the first ballot at their annual

spring meeting. By the designate
system, he will begin his service as
president in April, 1967.

A U.O.P. team of four students-,
was named runner-up in the K,„; I II
ness contest organized by the Col J J lege of Business Administration at
the University of Nevada. Titled
an Invitational Intercollegiate Business Simulation Weekend, the pro C(
gram was part of experimental!
evaluation of changes in business \
teaching.
Students representing Pacific were
John Fruth, Peter E. Davis, Barry
Harper, and Raymond Tan. Professors Monroe H. Hess, Jr., and
Franklin S. Rice, Jr., acted as
advisers.

"California

in the

20th Century"

(History of California 163) will be
taught as a one-unit extension col
lege credit course over KOVR-TV
(Channel 13) by Dr. R. Coke
Wood beginning September 24.
The 10-week course is the eighth
in the educational television series
presented as a cooperative pro
ject by the University of the Pa
cific and the Education Depart
ment of McClatchy Broadcasting.
Programs are telecast from 9 to
10 a.m. each Saturday morning.
Enrollment cost is $25. Registra
tion forms can be obtained by writ E
ing: Harold Kambak, Television
Coordinator, University of the Pa cc
cific, Stockton, Calif. 95204
• in

it

T H E I R E N T H U S I A S M I S C O N T A G I O U S ! M r . a n d M r s . Theodore
J. Clark (right) of Walnut Creek have completed their national choir
manship of Pacific Parents — son Roger J. received his B.A. degree
June 5. Dr. and Mrs. Robert Cater of Carmel now assume the choir
manship role for the coming academic year — son Robert E. II i ,
1— X 1 his
1.
.
„
. „ „
_
. _
- w-i t h
completed
intermediate
year at. Raymond
College. Pacific
points
pride to its Pacific Parents! Note: November 5 is Parents' Day'
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Visitors to campus are welcomed. Many come all
through the year from all parts of the world. Shortly
. after the University founded its first cluster college
'HI STUDFU V
in the t in 1962, the number began to increase with a marked
b>ttl(
nistration" i interest in this academic innovation. Among those
XJE seeking detailed information on the cluster college
•nd,thepri.' concept to date are:
'xperiiBenu
in busics.
STETSON UNIVERSITY
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
Deland, Florida
Pacific uer
Logan, Utah
'avis, Bam
Tan. Pro.
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURG
ROGER WILLIAMS JUNIOR COLLEGE
Jr., ami

, acted a

li Century1
63) nil] be

tension col-

!I KOTE-TT

R. Coke
tember 24.
the eighth
ision series
ative pro
of the Pa
il Depart
from 9 to

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania

Providence, Rhode Island

STANISLAUS STATE COLLEGE
Turlock, California

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE
Hayward, California

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Santa Cruz, California

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Agency for International
Development

FORD FOUNDATION
New York City

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Binghamton, New York

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
Rochester, New York
:

K! by writ-

Televisior
of the Pa
204

Elbert Covell College, the University's second cluster
college, founded in 1963 and the only Spanish-speak
ing liberal arts college in North America, has drawn
its own share of interest.

'The celebrated Colombian writer,
historian and diplomat, Dr. Ger
man Arciniegas, broadcast his in
terpretation of Elbert Covell Col
lege to Latin America in his week
ly program on BBC, London, follow
ing his visit in May. Excerpts
from his program (translated from
pSpanish) were:
"• . . The originality of this
college is recognized both in the
United States and in Latin Amer
ica, and it is beginning to be not
able. In this college, two-thirds of
the students are Latin Americans
who have come from 17 difiEerent
countries. The majority have come
to prepare themselves for careers
in economics or education or the
sciences. In the first years, they
receive their learning in Spanish;
in the last years, in English. It is
a matter of eliminating a year of
preparation for them — time which
is usually spent in learning English
, ^or. the student who comes to the
fheot) I United States without knowing it
' -uir rwell.
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CALIFORNIA LUTHERAN COLLEGE
Thousand Oaks, California

While the Latin Americans de
dicate only extra hours to the in
tensive
study of the English lan
guage, the North Americans who

I

study with them attend the classes
in Spanish. The one who gains
most is our student, who shortens
his career by a year and does not
suffer the initial shock of those
who come with only the Spanish
language.
"But, on the other hand, the
student from the United States
gets to know Latin America not
through programs of geographic
areas but by living with Argentin
ians and Peruvians, with Central
Americans and Paraguayans, with
Colombians, Chileans, and Mexi
cans.
"The impression which a gather
ing of these university students
gives is that of a large family of
young people, who speak a com
mon language, who humanly are
intertwined. It is an America unit
ed, not divided. A house well com
posed, and not broken into pieces.
Everything achieved without force,
by natural means, without hiding
the initial disagreements, without
working within the conventional
atmosphere of official things.
"The edges continue to be pol
ished, just as in families, just as

among brothers. Friendships are
affirmed through the simple cir
cumstances of sharing the same
house.
"Two people have given life to
this innovation. One is the presi
dent of the University, Dr. Robert
E. Burns, of dynamic, youthful
spirit. The other person is the
director of Elbert Covell College,
Dr. Arthur Cullen. He is a singu
lar person. He took his bachelor's
in Alabama, completed his master's
in Illinois, and obtained his doctor
ate in Middlebury when Angel
del Rio, Garcia - Lorca, and Pedro
Salinas taught Spanish there.
"In addition to these degrees
and academic experiences, he ex
perienced his human university in
the green inferno of Brazil. He
became acquainted with the beauti
ful land of Bahia. He spent two
years in the rubber lands of the
Amazon when Ford was undertak
ing its task of drawing from those
tropical trees the milk that has
softened the wheels of automobiles.
"When Cullen returned to his
native country, his children were
small and they spoke only Portu
guese. For a week he left them in
the home of his parents, and it was
a week when they remained silent.
'Then I realized,' Dr. Cullen told
me, 'the language barriers that
make men unhappy.' For him,
those barriers were more tragic in
the experience of his children than
in his own life.
"He learned his Spanish not only
in the university but also by travel
ing through South America and
working in Puerto Rico. Back in
the United States, they offered
him academic positions in old uni
versities but he had discovered a
vaster America. He rebelled against
those limitations which make the
circulation of ideas difficult in the
hemisphere and he found in Dr.
Burns the understanding president
who encouraged him to develop the
Spanish college in the very heart
of the United States. Spanish,
that is: of Latin America.
"The task was not easy. Neither
in the United States nor in Latin
American could specialized pro
fessors be found who could take
over assignments to teach in Span
ish. There are few in the United
States who can assume this task,
and it is not easy to mobilize those
who live in Latin American coun
tries to settle in Stockton. Obstacl
es of this type, which are many,
are being overcome.
"The University of California
has almost 100,000 students. The
one in Stockton, on the other hand,
approaches the more simple pro
portions of our traditional world.
But from the handful of students
who are preparing themselves in
this one, a new image of America
is coming forth."
•

Dr. German Arciniegas
(left) with Dr. Arthur
Cullen, provost of El
bert Covell College. Dr.
Arciniegas is editor of
Cuadernos and is a for
mer Minister of Edu
cation and former Co
lombian Ambassador to
Italy. Other recent visi
tors to Elbert Covell Col
lege include Mr. Praxedes M. Montilla, assist
ant director for secon
dary education in the
Ministry of Education
for the Republic of
Panama; Dr. Marjorie
C. Johnson, chief of
Instructional Resources
Branch, Division of
Plans and Supplemen
tary Centers for the
United States office of
Education; and Dr.
H umberto Guzman, subsecretary of Education
and Culture, La Paz,
Bolivia, accompanied by
Mr. Miguel Borda, De
partment of State Es
cort Officer-Interpreter.
The May issue of Las
Americas included a
seven-page feature on
ElbertCovellCollege. •

Grants from five major foundations,

totalling $137,500, have been re
ceived recently by the University:
Dr. Earle P. Crandall (center), retiring
superintendent of schools for the San Jose
Unified School District and a 1927 Pacific
graduate, was named Education Alumnus of
the Year at the Education Recognition Dinner
held May 13. James O. Linn '33 (right)
assistant superintendent for the Lodi Public
Schools, presented the citation. Dr. J. Marc
Jantzen, dean of the School of Education,
participated in the congratulations.
Dr. Harold R. W. Benjamin, distinguished
service professor of education, Glassboro
State College (New Jersey), was speaker
of the evening.
[]

THE MAX C. FLEISCHMANN
FOUNDATION
OF NEVADA

A grant of $25,000 — applicable to
construction costs of the new aca
demic center now under construc
tion and which will become the
largest classroom building on cam
pus.
LUKE B. HANCOCK FOUNDATION
RENO, NEVADA

A grant of $2500 — to be used in
the program of teaching Spanish at
Elbert Covell College.
THE JAMES IRVINE FOUNDATION
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

A SCULPTURED HEAD OF
AESCULAPIUS, GREEK
GOD OF MEDICINE, WAS
COMMISSIONED AS A
CLASS GIFT BY PHARMACY
SENIORS. IT IS THE
WORK OF BILLY HEBERT,
BAY AREA SCULPTOR.

An unrestricted grant of $25,000 —
designated by the University Board
of Regents to be applicable to the
new School of Pharmacy center.
THE KRESGE FOUNDATION
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

A grant of $25,000 — to assist in
the construction of the new School
of Pharmacy center.
ROSCOE AND MARGARET OAKES
FOUNDATION
OF SAN FRANCISCO

A grant of $60,000 — to support
the purchase of scientific equip
ment and to strengthen and ex
pand a program in the field
of
corrections. Half of the grant will
go to each area. The first part of
the science funds will assist the
chemistry department to match a
$13,800 grant from the National
Science Foundation for the pur
chase of needed equipment. The
other part will go toward a joint
University of the Pacific - Depart
ment of Youth Authority project,
the program consists of college
students visiting Youth Authority
institutions and working as volun
teers on a planned program basis
with wards.
There is an acute shortage of
college graduates with a career in
terest in the field of corrections
according to Dr. Harold Jacobyi
dean of the College of the Pacific
hv ,u SUwey. conducted recently
by the Western Interstate Com
mission on Higher Education of
those persons employed in public
and private correctional work show
ed that there is a need for more
liberal arts training before enter
ing correction work," Dr. Jacohv
said. ''We hope that more Univer
sity of the Pacific students will
elect corrections as a career."
U"f'(:,r,.the leadership of Profes
sor William Byron, visiting pro
fessor of sociology, the program
has been in operation with good
success for the past two years on
f" ecxPfnmental basis at the Pres
ton School of Industry in lone. Q
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PRESENTATIONS at the 11th annual
School of Pharmacy Awards and
Honors Dinner, held May 14, in
cluded the Bowl of Hygeia named
in honor of Professor Emmons E.
Roscoe (right). Gordon Sakamoto
made the presentation. Melvin
Page, as the recipient of the first
annual Phi Delta Chi Scholarship
Award established in Professor
Roscoe's honor, will have his name
inscribed on the bowl, as will fu
ture recipients of the Emmons E.
Roscoe Scholarship Award. Pro
fessor Roscoe has been a member
of the fraternity for nearly 40
years. He was initiated into the
Alpha Zeta Chapter at Idaho State
University, and since that time
has won the affection, admiration,
and respect of his pharmacy stu
dents in a career of teaching that
spans 45 years. The inauguration

and the naming of this scholarship
by the University of the Pacific
Alpha Psi chapter of the Phi
Delta Chi fraternity is in recogni
tion of Professor Roscoe's distin
guished service to the pharmacy
profession.
Mrs. Ina S. Pearson, School of
Pharmacy librarian, was also re
cognized for 42 years of service,
which she will conclude August 31.
Mrs. Pearson was educated for her
profession at the Universities of
Indiana and Illinois, receiving the
A.B. degree and B.S. in Library
Science. Until 1956, she was li
brarian for Idaho State University.
At that time, she came to the Uni
versity of the Pacific to establish
the School of Pharmacy library,
which has since earned national
recognition for its holdings and
services of the health sciences of the
great Central Valley of California. •
Henderson McGee (with slide rule),
dean of the School of Engineering,
reviews a problem with his studen
finalists in competition sponsored y
the Engineering Council of Sacramento
Valley. Cliff Gams (left) was top
award winner of the U.O.P. PJl™
as well as the Class of 1956 Ciuif
Engineering Academic Award ana
the 1966 Hamilton Watch Award.
Richard Ward (center) was an ECSV
runner-up and won the Class of
Electrical Engineering Academic Awara,
Ismael R. Verduzco (right),
«
ECSV runner-up, was this years ract
Student Association president. U

TIGER SPORTS

by John Marks

JOIN THE CROWD — THE TIGER REBELLION WANTS YOU!
THE NEW-LOOK TIGERS

FOOTBALL-1966
HOME GAMES

SEPT. 17
SEPT. 24
OCT. 15
OCT. 29

LOS ANGELES STATE 8:00
WEST TEXAS STATE 8:00
MONTANA
8:00
SAN I0SE STATE 1:30

(Homecoming)

NOV. 5 UTAH STATE
(Parents Day)

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1:30 p.m.

AWAY GAMES

For ticket information, call (209) 464-4753
or write: Athletic Ticket Manager, University
of the Pacific, Stockton. California 95204

Oct. 1 Idaho at Moscow

Nov. 12 Fresno State at Fmao

Oct. 8 N. M. State at las Cracas

Nov. 18 L B. State at loai loach

Oct. 22 Hawaii at Hoaoiala

Nov. 26 BYU at Prove, Utah

ALL HOME GAMES AT PACIFIC MEMORIAL STADIUM

WLLLENS NAMED FULL - TIME ASSISTANT —
Denis Willens, a graduate of the Universi
ty of the Pacific and a native Stocktonian
will assume duties as Pacific's first full
time assistant basketball coach. For the
past three seasons, Willens has served as
assistant coach and freshman coach on a
i part-time basis while teaching at Stockton's
Hamilton Junior High School. Denis has
n overall freshman coaching record at Pacific of 48-14.
as year he led the Tigers to their most impressive season
n record, with 18 wins and only two defeats.
•

TIGER BATMEN FINISH SEASON —Pacific's baseball team finish
ed the 1966 season with a record of 12 wins and 19 losses.
Coach Tom Stubbs, after three seasons at Pacific, has an
overall record of 36-53. Paul Glennon from Lodi ended the
season as the Tigers' leading hitter, with a batting average
of .288. Tim Steers from Palo Alto, the Tigers' leading
hurler, completed the season with a record of 3-3 and an
E.R.A. of 0.97.
•
SWAGERTY RECEIVES KJELDSEN SCHOLARSHIP

ME H0N0RS FORTY-NINERS - At a recent dinner
' ?„ on athletic Hall of Fame, the University of the
1
49 football team received honors. In attendance
w
Tin.6 c er, loaches Doug Scovil, Don McCormick, and
rr
'
members of the "Unbeaten, Untied, and
nvited team of 1949. Bob Monagan acted as master
01 ceremonies.
n

— Keith Swagerty, star basketball player
of the Pacific Tigers, was named the first
recipient of the Chris Kjeldsen Memorial
Scholarship. This award, given in honor of
the late Chris Kjeldsen, is presented to a
junior or senior student majoring in phy
sical education who not only maintains a
high grade-point average but who also
shows qualities of sportsmanship, citizenship, and character.
Keith Swagerty is certainly deserving of this award.
•
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT IN WORD & DEED
NEW FACES & FACTS IN ENGLISH
by Dr. Harold S. Jacoby

CHIIE UNIVERSITY OP THE PACIFIC is happy to draw attention
-1- to the scholarly and creative achievements of two
distinguished members of the Department of English. We
take special pride in these achievements by reason of the
fact that they were produced without external institutional
publish-or-perish pressure and represent the spirit of crea
tive scholarship at its best. We look forward to the future,
moreover, for further evidence of the creative talents of the
English faculty.
Pacific s Department of English is characterized not
merely by the extent and quality of its creative scholarship
but by its concern for creative teaching as well; and we
have much to point to with pride in this regard. Foremost
have been the exciting steps taken recently in the program
of Fres iman Enghsh, initially under the leadership of Dr.
William O. Bmkley, Dean Designate of the Graduate School
and now under the direction of Dr. Charles Clerc.

uisuuvereu, ana sctiolars touay Know a great HPAI R™,. L
a
the nature and true significance of the record! in i ?'
1900 volume, Chaucer Life-Records contain!' , Unhke the
of commentary, explaining the interpretation tTbe'T'l
on these records. Instead of arranges th° dor,,™ ^
chronological order, as was done in the earlier ^rk it"
present editors have grouped them into 31 chapters each
dealing with some aspect of Chaucer's life
In editing this material, Professors Prow a„.i n.
worked for 15 years, carrying to completion one phase of
i l i rlu'rJeS,ear<'11 mitlated by Pr°fessors John M Manly
and Edith Rickert at the University of Chicago in 1925
Because of the size and complexity of this original project
its initiators were able to complete only one part, the eightY° re fey °f the Canterbury Tales, before their deaths in
1938 and 1940. During World War II, the material lay unTZted
r T*°TS, Cr°T and 01s°n' both of whom had
1950 TL
hianly and Rickert, began working on it in
1950. 1 he work was finished late in 1965.

Emdilb n°° fre,qUer,'tlV' tbe yoar-Iono required Freshman
English course has been a dreary experience for both student
otherwise1""

requlrlng. of

DR. CLAIR C. OLSON
CO-EDITOR OF THE NEW
BOOK ON CHAUCER'S LIFE

a"

^'
students - talented and
otherwise - the same regimen of drill. Under this new plan

DR. HAROLD S. JACOBY
DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC

hiEh °" ™«"= placement
•hey
»— class, where
position. Moreover thn«o
u
advanced work in comreceive high grades during
the first
semester 'of th!
permitted and encouraee/Tlar composition course are
course in poetry drama"
° substitute a one-semester
comp^ing
the English requirement Tim '°w ^ * T*
are breaking the academic lockstep that has nrnv -i ',1
t<5 StudentS
at both ends of the talent

RIIVS^GR.'H'T"1 °F *•«*•»»

n that creative scholarship and creative teaching aro
f
they can effectively and beneficial! adversanes; rather that
S ,rGnKth<'n one another,
Certainly the University and ,Kf
be &mply proud
of what has come to passunder^
ship of Dr. Olson.
"
departmental chairman-

CHAUCER LIFE-RECORDS
fp fessor Clair^'oEtn^cLf^ ^T^8, edUed by ProDepartment, in coIIahnraV
™an °f the Pacific English
P""6«» M,rh„ M
Cmw of ,h. UniVersUy of°T'„W1
Clarendon Press in Oxford Fn
i^ pubIished by the
S v°Iume of 629
Pages contains all of the extant d
cerning the life of the l
'e 6ntary evidence conCentury
Geoffrey Chaucer. Becauso r.
poet

,R

l his new volm^

Chaucer Life-Records is of interest and significance be
cause of the continued vitality of Chaucer's poetry during
the centuries since his death in 1400. Ranked with Shake
speare and Milton as one of England's greatest poets,
Chaucer is highly regarded today because of the broad range
of his humanity as well as his skill as a poet. As his art
matured, he grew away from the conventionalities of his
early poetry and depicted life more and more in accordance
with his keen observation of the widely varied aspects of life
with which he was in contact. The official records of his
broad experience with life therefore help to explain his
growth and accomplishments as a poet.
The Chaucer research project initiated by Professors
Manly and Rickert was one of the most ambitious and
significant pieces of scholarly research undertaken in the
20th Century. The editing of the Chaucer Life-Records is
an example of the interest of the University of the Pacific
English Department in research as one of its functions in
carrying on a broad and varied program in the field of the
humanities. Because of the scholarly interests of the faculty
of the English Department, the dissertation subjects of its
doctoral candidates may be chosen from a wide range of
fields in English and American literature. Research is
valuable in the training of teachers at the college level not
only for its own sake but for the stimulus it imparts to the
dynamic presentation and discussion of material in the
classroom.

NEW FREEDOM FOR WRITERS
by Dr. Charles Clerc

1 I TRADITIONALLY, the college English professor has led the
double life of teacher and researcher. Personal opinion
will dictate to you which of him is Jekyll and which is Hyde.
What time he has been able to devote outside the classroom
has gone toward publication of the fruits of his labors in
historical study. Witness the valuable contribution of Pro
fessors Olson and Crow to Chaucerian scholarship with their
Life Records.
Today, the English professor has yet another life open o
him if he is so inclined. He can be a creative writer and s i
retain a modicum of intellectual respectability. That re
search is good for him is undeniable, but it no longer nee

be the ultima of the teaching profession. The change has
wafted some fresh breezes through the vineyards of academe
Led by the pioneering efforts of the University of Iowa
and its internationally known Writers Workshops (of which
I can happily say I am a product), the writing man has
come into his own in the college classroom. Creative
energies are no menace to scholarship; in fact, the imagina
tive arts have proven quite congenial to the academic milieu
Nowadays, for a university seeking prestige beyond the
accomplishments of its scholars, a writer-in-residence has
become practically de rigueur. At Pacific we do not harbor
artists-m-residence as such, but among the faculty there are

DR. CHARLES CLERC
DIRECTOR OF FRESHMAN
ENGLISH PROGRAM

never made undue claims for writing classes. The truth of
the matter is that formal training in writing does not
necessanly make writers. These classes help to provide a
few shortcuts to techniques and to offer tough impartial
cntidsm that may aid the student to become a better judge
of his own work. The rest is up to him
asniriZen b'I dem°nf °f desire and by Plai" hard work the
aspiring writer can learn the techniques and self-criticism

be^foohsh "bee1" 3ny circumstances- To say otherwise would
be foolish, because too many literary geniuses - Melville
Hemingway, and Faulkner to name only a few in this
country - never took writing classes, let alone even went
through college. Writers are both born and made - They
eed talent and discipline grounded on the bedrock of
observation and experience and free-orbited in the sky of
y
imagination.
wri,

If

writing classes do not always teach people how to

r/Vetlf Canr ,Pr /:e g°od readers (and> by extension,
g od teachers of literature, too; the analogy surely holds for

in heartening numbers the serious poet, painter, sculptor
and composer who, by their own hook while also teaching'
researching, advising, and fulfilling manifold other academic
mil 3[° maklng worthwhile contributions to the arts.
Whether my own classes in creative writing will produce
a novelist or poet or dramatist remains to be seen. I have

THE KING
OF PAIN
a short story by Charles Clerc
fpHEY FORDED the first river that ran shallow like rippling
pebblesnTbreel mUSCl6S °Vf- 3,bed °f hght-colored, egg-round
ter and J
"g Wf hlgh 3nd dry' humped in the ceny stubble> sloping downward toward the
inartnr T
he head I6""® 3 ®tream sPbt away to the other side from
There"'as hieh Sizing grass in the shadoZ of hTTl,
across t>ipS+y Jlin+Ter. ^at grew in an almost straight line
tnfngle- The pines above it blanketed
two hill
in U
side m S d
°lgr63t IOUnd breasts- Low on either
y rush' .1uaking aspen shivered in the
sti^rtf W
in th '.g'vlng way to steep piny slopes higher up. Way off
wateT f 33Ce' t0 be seen only by the width of the head
water, lay the snow-topped mountains.

AT

Tat<5hCd AhlS, retrievcr gniff in mad abandon along
the river bank. "Ain't this a jewel?"
Howd you find it?" Lew asked.
Une day just riding around."
Uu-ng 3round' huh?" Lew eased down and stood
Pa ,mS ln hls back' his middle rotating. "Some
ride Wh't
nae. what are the rivers?"

stretch!St

it the Y"'*

kn°W' there 3re S° many Up here"

1 Just cal1

cinchedythnPajmd the,two horses and two mules. Duke unout «th 6 s
girth, and the mare's underside ballooned
whinnied W3S W3rm ,and Wet under tbe saddle Wanket. She
stated TnT 3uWayc that took him. back to the time when he
ine her +h °r i<r ft f°al» sweating and cursing and caresswater wh i°Uf 3 , de night. He led her and one mule to
him HdI
,. fuW rrught the stallion that Duke had let
and Dnt 3
the other mule. The stallion was acting up,
M Duke smacked hun on the rump. "You cool down, boy "
The ZZ tbe a11™®!® grazed, Duke rolled out the pup tents.
He raked3!?- ^ d of wet leaves and boughs and smoke.
ngers^rough the short, soft grass on the flat
Part nf ih
uphill F e> Urnp' Then he set up the tents, heads facing
Peak nnl 3C- Peg, ^ok ordy one whack. When he had the
inside M?Vn e r f C3nvas pulled t'ght, he stretched out
ent, cheek down, and burrowed around — the

the composer who is teaching the development of the fugue
or the painter who is teaching Renaissance art). At the risk
of moralizing, let me say that like love in a world of
chicanery and expediency and self-indulgence, the good
reader is needed, and badly. As Mark Harris has so aptly
put it in urging thoughtful work by the reader to under
stand what the writer is trying to do, "I write: let the read
er learn to read." You can hardly have the one without
the other.
^

ground was soft enough under the tent floor without boughs
He flipped out the sleeping bags and draped webbing over
the entrances. Then he got the oil lamps ready and set out
the battery lantern.
"I've seen that somewheres before," Lew said.
"Millie sent it to me last Christmas."
"Oh. Yeah." Lew went back to his woodchopping. He
was grunting with every blow.
Duke dug a hole for the fire and carried rocks from the
river bank. He got the fire ready to start and put a grate
over the rocks. Three pans and the coffee pot fit on top of
the grate. Shadows were spreading down the slopes.
"You want to eat now or wait? I could catch some fish
right away. Or maybe you want to fish."
Lew, still grumbling that there wasn't a cloud in the sky,
had just finished scooping out rain trenches around the tents.
"My tail's so sore I can hardly walk." He went to his
pack and pulled out a bottle of bourbon. As his arm came
out, his watch band caught, snapped open, and the watch
fell to the ground. The crystal lit on a rock. He picked up
the watch and held it to his ear. He cursed.
She busted?" Duke asked. When Lew nodded, he said,
"You don't need it up here anyway."
"That's what you think," Lew said.
Duke looked at the bottle. "Little early for that, ain't
it? Well, you want to fish or don't you?"
"Naw, I don't want to fish. I came up here to kill me a
deer."
"Peel some spuds then and slice them. They're right in
here."
"Putting me on KP, huh?"
"Got to keep you out of mischief."
Duke walked over to the stream across which lay the
tip of a fallen pine. Its lower branches trailed in the water.
The stream took a sharp curve above the pine, like a leg
bent at the knee. The water was slow-moving, deep, and
clear. He saw a trout, black dark against the clear water,
shoot off in a wide arc toward the opposite side. Minnows
scooted away from his feet. Then he saw another trout in
one spot below him, facing upstream, his whole body shift
ing with the current in quick stiff tremors. He saw himself
superimposed mirror-clear over the fish. He looked across
the clearing at the bigger, shallower river. He knew that
here it was just a matter of dunking a fly. It was too easy.
He decided to give himself 10 minutes in the riffles of the
other river first.
Lew sat on the ground, legs crossed, shoulders hunched,
13
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the bottle in his lap. He was throwing a hunting kn*fe
nearby tree stump. Duke watched him: flip, thunk, lean,
pull — flip, thunk, lean ....
.
"Keep that up and you're going to get it right where
you live."
„
Pull . . . "That'll be" . . . flip, thunk . . . the day.
Duke jointed his pole, threaded the line, fixed the leader,
and put on a Royal Coachman. Then he pulled on his wad
ers, turning them down above the knee, and slung his net
and creel over the back of his hip. Woody followed him to
the river bank. There was a log in the river about five
yards out, bone white on top, mossy green underneath, per
pendicular to the bank. "Stay there, boy, he said. He
waded out.
The water was shin-deep and pushed against his legs.
He felt the egg-round pebbles under the balls of his feet.
He clinched over one with his arch and braced the other
foot against the underside of the log. His casting was rusty,
but he had some working room and finally laid the fly down
where he wanted it near the apex of the triangle. The river
was almost too swift coming from the rush of the headwater,
but it was clear of debris.
He offered the fly again up where the bend in the Y
started. He felt the strike in his grip. He gave it a second
of slack and flicked his wrist hard. The pole bowed. He
reeled and played it steadily. The trout slapped against
the water in a curving dive into the riffles and, when he
went up, spray fell like a broken strand of pearls. He con
tinued to stand on his tail, battling to the sides, flipping and
flapping across the water until Duke netted him. It was a
rainbow, about a three-pounder, slick, firm in his wet hand
below the tail. Duke looked at him: the glassy-looking eye,
the gills pumping, the bright pastel and black speckle marks.
"Lord, ain't you beautiful," he muttered, "but . . ." He
whacked the trout against the log and slipped it into the
creel. The tail stuck out over the top. He was going to set
tle for him — he didn't like waste of fresh pan fish. Then
he glanced at the campsite. Maybe Lew was really hungry.
He laid the fly out again in nearly the same spot and got
another strike that he didn't feel at all first, also a rainbow,
but much smaller, about eight inches. The water numbed
his hands as he cleaned the two fish.
When he got back to the campsite, Lew saluted with his
bottle. "A gallant warrior and his lady."
"It was great."
You don t have to tell me — I can see that all over your
face. Lew lit a cigarette and took another swig. "Want me
to do anything?"
• P " !°°kod down at the pile of half-inch-thick peels and
said Yeah, don't peel any more spuds or we'll both starve
up here. He lit the fire and put on water for coffee He
had to cut the big fish in half to cook it. He hated to do that
because it ruined the bone pull when you couldn't lift it all
the way from head to tail. Then he took out a pound of
butter and divided it in the three pans. While the butter
was melting, he fed the dog. Then he cut up a loaf of bread
ned il,X p!eces- ,dlPP®d ^he bottoms into the butter, wrapm f01'' a,nd Put them near the Are. By the
tho sPuds and the coffee were
also done ri1 Wer?
tG k6eP Sniffln«
mouth wate^ iT
trout and let his
mouth water at the same time. The bones nulled un nVht

awartyhoWsMnvt S r aks T
Duke ht be , ! °
that

LeW didn>t bother to wipe

ran down from his mouth.

the pot of water to hea^fordh^ LP -27()Twhile waitin« for
listlessly at his rifle "i
,1 dishes Lew was working
feel so K°°d," he said,
"You need /
i • ,
6<>0d
mghts
sleep
me that in" °
'" Dake said. "Here, give

ll

oveMheenaitaiiSThevere

he walked ap

to look

The only sound was of ruXng wat^TWam'S ££&

published'a number 'o/'short^sl^
'iaS
professor of English in th
' f°rles- I]e is an assistant
PaciflC' where
he teaches modern Uterata
^ °f
"oemuterature and creative writing.
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er in the black sky. He stretched, arms high and com™,
down wide, as if he were trying to touch the stars and th
trees and the animals and finding at their touch that th ^
were still not quite enough, that what he wanted to touch
lay somewhere back of the dark sky. "All rieht t,„„„ „
shirt on," he said to Woody's whine below.
'
' our
At the campfire, Lew was sitting on the tree stump
smoking, the bottle on his knee, staring into the fire.
"Sure gets dark fast in here."
"Yeah. Should be a moon later."
"Good supper."
"Thanks."
"You surprised I called you about going hunting?"
"Sure."
"How long's it been?"
"Two-three years I guess."
"What a way to get somebody. I got to call a ranger
and he has to tell me when to call back, and then he has to
drive five miles to get you to come to the phone."
"Yah, we don't seem to have all the conveniences." He
looked at Lew. "I ain't been pressing you, kid. Tell me
what's the matter."
"Kid? What've you got on me, a lousy year and a half?"
"Getting pretty touchy, ain't you?" He poured himself
some coffee and held the hot tin cup in both hands. "How's
Millie? I asked you first thing today; you just sort of mum
bled."
"She's all right. I was just thinking how you popped the
question to her first and she turned you down and took me
instead."
Duke didn't say anything.
"Worst mistake she ever made. I sure-enough hear
about it all the time. But it wouldn't have worked for her.
Can you imagine what she'd be like at the sawmill a million
miles from nowhere? Got a $30,000 house now, and that
isn't big enough for her."
"How's the kid?"
"Okay. Her birthday's tomorrow. Three."
"Yah, I know. I sent her some carvings of mine, you
know; things she could play with — horses, dogs, and such.
After you called, I was hoping maybe you'd bring her up
here as a treat or something. You ought to be there with
her."
Lew slid down on the ground and faced the stump.
"Naw. Got myself in a little jam. Things not going right.
Bet we haven't moved six cars this month. The lot s jammed.
Stealing me blind. About two weeks ago I lost three car
buretors. One Merc, they stripped everything but the en
gine block. Hell of a life."
"Don't the police . . . ?"
_T ,
"They're never around at the right time. He t rew
his knife at the stump. It stuck, then fell, and he pic e i
up. "Yeah, I'm in a jam all right. I got this girl to come m
and work on the books about six months ago. She isn e
actly a queen, except maybe for her eyes — got e
gest eyes, like everything was a big surprise, but s e n
what she's doing with the books. Working at mg >
know, part time — we're open till nine — whiles es g o
to business school downtown. Well, one thing led 0 an
— never saw a girl so hungry, so — well, I guess s.efl. ([
got any affection from anybody." Lew shrugged an
,
the knife. It quivered in the stump. "Yeah it happened.
She says it's mine. Going to be. Hell of a file.
Duke said nothing.
on
Lew gave him a long look. "I'm going to lay i
the line. She's got no place to go. She cant go o
They wouldn't take her in. They go strictly y
jjn([
She can't stand it being in that town now — co
j
out she doesn't exactly like the big city. And
^
for cash. Will you let her live up at the mi
the kid?"
"Oh, Lew, for ..."
„
up
T,
"I tried to tell her to get rid of it. When
^ jj
she cried and she cried — you never heard any'
„
I mean she's religious and all that. She wan s
"You going to marry her?"
* will
"Marry her? How can I? I love Millie too m
youI do
it?"
CIO 11.
J you have
"I'm no good around a woman, kid. I • • •w
to ask me a thing like this for?"

"What's a brother for if you can't ask him to help you?"
"But how many times you expect me to get you out of
scrapes?"
"Like when? Not this kind."
"No, I guess you never asked me to do something like
this before." He stared into the empty cup in his hands.
"She wouldn't like the mill. I mean the house is all right,
but . . . Ma's the only woman I ever knew who could take
this country."
"But this girl's country folk. Raised on a farm." Lew
waited, watching Duke. "How long you expect to keep
living by yourself? . . . the folks gone, Sis way off to New
York, me gone. It isn't natural for you."
"It ain't? Me, I never did understand how you and
Cindy could go for that city living, all that smoke and noise
and running around in circles."
"Okay, okay, but you know good and well you get lone
some up here."
"I get along all right. Better than you. Things ain't near
so complicated for me."
"Yeah, maybe that's what's wrong with you. You ever
stop to think of that? Sure it's peaceful, but so's the North
Pole."
"What's that prove?"
"People. People. That's what living is all . . . ."
"The mill's people."
"Aw, if you don't get it, I can't tell you. Look, she's a
nice kid. I mean it. She's no raving beauty, I told you that,
but then neither are you. She'll do what I tell her. She
won't give up the kid and that's all there is to it. She'll
tell her folks she went to work for my brother up in timber
country, that's all. Nobody's the wiser."
"And you ain't going to marry her?"
"I can't, Duke. It'd kill Millie. You got to do it for
Millie's sake, let alone me. I been in real pain about this
thing. Like to tear me apart." He reached to the fire to
take out a stick to light another cigarette. As he brought
it toward him, the burning end broke off and fell in his lap.
He jumped up and brushed it away. Part of the stick had
lodged in the lower part of his hunting jacket. The fire-red
tip seared the flesh of his hand. He yelped.
Duke looked at Lew's hand. "Well, least you didn't drop
the bottle." He put a chunk of butter in a pan and let it
melt. While Lew held his hand like a surgeon getting ready
to put on a rubber glove, Duke swabbed it with butter until
the whole hand and wrist were slick and shiny. He went to
his pack, got out some gauze, and wrapped Lew's hand.
"You going to be able to shoot tomorrow?"
"Nothing's going to stop me from shooting. I said I was
coming up here to kill me a deer, and that's what I'm going
to do."
"All right, supposing I take her in. Suppose. I ain't said.
What do I do when her time comes?"
"You'll figure that out. You got a long time to go, a long
time. She's not even started to show. When — you won't
bring her down to — well, you know."
"Now hold it, I ain't said I would yet."
"Yeah, and you haven't said you wouldn't either. You
worried about the men talking?"
Duke snorted. "Let 'em talk all they want. They know
who does the hiring and firing around there."
"Well, will you do it? You'll do it, won't you? I can
count on you."
From the edge of the firelight, Duke stared into the
darkness.
"No, you can't count on me, not for something like
this."
"What's the matter with you anyway?"
"Ain't nothing the matter with me. You got no call ask
ing me to do it and then just going ahead and thinking I'm
going and do it."
"I didn't say definitely you would, did I? At least give
me some kind of an answer, yes, no, something, anything."
"Most likely it's going to be no." He turned toward the
fire. "Let me sleep on it. You better get some shut-eye.
We got to get up at dawn, you know." He reached down
and pulled the hunting knife out of the stump. He motion
ed for Lew to lift his arm and shoved the knife into the
scabbard and snapped the leather guard shut.
Lew crawled into his tent.

The fire was down low. Duke stared down into the dying
embers, feeling empty, as if his whole backbone had been
pulled out like the spine of the trout at supper. The sky
was very dark. Then he got a glimpse of moonlight to the
left of the two round hills, a bright moon but hidden by a
veil of scudding cloud. Sure, a way to get back at her for
bringing him hurt — it still cut, after all this time. Yet
Lew was right about what Millie was like. If she had chosen
him, she wouldn't have been at the mill now anyway. She
would have lit out long ago from the timber. No, she was
where she belonged. He looked up again at the hills. The
moon had not come out yet.
He bent down to stir the fire, and the coals seethed and
snapped. Let him pay for his own medicine. The stick pok
ed. That cut, too, taking for granted, caring only for his
own hide. No, let him pay. The stick gouged. Pay. Pay.
But that was no reason to make somebody else suffer. Aw,
to hell with big eyes that were so blind they couldn't see.
He reached over for some of the firewood that Lew had cut.
The fire started to take on the wood. "Ain't no sign for
you to go and do the wrong thing, just because you don't
like somebody stomping on your toes." He could see himself
as plain as day laying a clean-split log in the trough of the
stove, listening to his sister bawling and his brother giggling
at her, and looking up at his mother. And she, with her
hand on the stove pipe damper, looking out the kitchen into
the grove at the lone upright slab of pine, rounded at top,
and going on, "It was him learnt it to me, son, and ain't a
day go by I wish he was still here saying it. That was a
Christian man."
The moon reappeared between the two hills, brighter
without cloud, spreading its light down the slopes of both
hills, down the stream on the left and the river on the right
and the big river beyond, the water loud over the fire curl
ing up now around the logs, spreading light farther and
farther out to meet the moonlight in the clearing. He
stretched, rising up on the balls of his feet, arms wide and
chest up, the light all around him now, feeling its warmth
to the skin of his chest. The mare whinnied, maybe at the
moon or maybe at the light of the fire or both.
"Shut up, girl," he said. "I hear you."
What was a stomping alongside of getting your toes mash
ed flat the way hers were getting mashed? And taking it
and more — wanting the kid, no matter what, and wanting
to keep it. Nobody who could fess up like that could be all
wrong. He shook his head. What right did he have to say
right and wrong? Maybe there wasn't any wrong and any
right — maybe there was just the doing.
But Lew was dead wrong about the timber. There was
nothing wrong with the timber, and what the devil did the
North Pole have to do with it? No, the mill was all right.
But the mill didn't make him right just by being there.
"Maybe that's what's wrong with you," Lew said. Maybe
he was right. A man could be right and wrong both. Maybe
the mill and people, and people and people weren't the
same.
,
He looked in on Lew, who lay stiff, his bandaged hand
as white as a snowball on the outside top of his sleeping
bag, and a spare sweatshirt like a patch of drifted snow in
the corner of the tent.
"I'll set this lantern here for you. If you need anything
else, holler."
.
"I'm okay," Lew said. "You decide anything?
"No." Duke bent down again. "What's her name, the
girl?"
"Annabelle."
"Jesus."
.
,
,
Duke crawled into his tent. The sleeping bag was cool
and soft. He lay watching the play of the fire through the
tent opening. The dog lay stretched out on his side his legs
bracketing the fire. He thought about the way he had felt
up near the animals while watching the stars. He thought
about the hunt the next day. His rifle felt hard against his
back He reached around and pushed the case away from
him He thought about having a woman around the n°use.
He thought about it hard. He listened to the sound the
water made and watched the light come down the other
slopes. He thought about her eyes. Amnabelie Jesus He
fell asleep, his hands behind his head, watching the fire g .
u
There was a smile on his face.
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CAMPUS

Two of the Fallon House Theatre
stars, Dwight McBride and Ann
Roach, depict the original era
of this historic Columbia State
Park setting. Executive Director
DeMarcus Brown reports record
attendance since the 17th Fallon
House Theatre season opened on
July 2. Five plays are being per
formed during the six-week sea
son that ends Aug. 14.
•
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CALENDAR
Classes begin at Raymond Collega
Classes begin at School of Dentistry ]
Classes begin at general University '
Homecoming

29
14
21
29

( R e u n i o n s f o r C l a s s e s of 1 9 2 1 , 1 9 2 6 , 1931, 1936, 1941 1946 1951
1956, and 1961.)

CELEBRITY
.

.

.

SERIES

L i s a H o b b s , S a n F r a n c i s c o E x a m i n e r writer
author of "I Saw Red China,'
Oct. 21-22
- "The Use and Abuse of Drugs" — a symposiurr
with Dr. Chauncy Leake, UC Medical Center
Joseph Lohman, Dean, School of Criminology, UC Ber

Oct. 3

.

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 1916-1966
A CAPPELLA CHOIR
OCTOBER 28-29, 1966

Co-chairmen Skipper Yee '50 and "Pop" Stoltz '29 are in good voice, but their

f

real interest at the moment is the list of reservations for this gala reunion. They
report the count has just passed the 200 mark! The concert at Stockton Civic
Auditorium, Saturday evening, October 29, will truly be "The Golden Hour of
Singing," with Directors Dehnis and Bodley in their familiar roles. Choir alumni
should get their reservations in promptly. Other alumni and friends of the
University throughout the home-campus area should plan to attend this
memorable concert.
U I

A™ncan Business EnterPJise included visits to 18 business fi
particiPating were
Sears Roebuck (shown above) StochTT' r
L )vestock Market, Metropohtan Airport, Johns Manu)it r
t
Motor Co. (Milpitas), ibm Storh'tn n
., Motor Truck, Ford
Bank of America, Gravem'-Inglis sL nT i,SharPe Army Depot,
Paper Products. Port of Stlfrbt',
n Dlstrlbuting Co., Fibreboard
Guild, Weberstown and ^Z Zw enTl MUlS' Wme Gr°™™
roUed to better familiarize themseCT ,r?tors'and educators eniness enterprise. The School of FP
f
modern American busDePartment of
Economics and Business Admilhtrath^°n ^

—

w

i
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Pacific Music Camp was
born 21 years ago, and
Dean Bodley is discov
ering second generation
enrollments like Fern
Streeter (right), who
is observing her moth
er's 1946 Pacific Music
Camp enrollment form.
The Camps feature in
tensive work for high
school and junior high
music students under
internationally known
conductors and music
educators.
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